Recently a study of the first superposed mechanical quantum object ("machine") visible to the naked eye was published [1] . However, as we show, it turns out that if the object would actually be observed, i.e. would interact with an optical photon, the quantum behavior should vanish. This, the actual observation, has long been suspected in many interpretations of quantum mechanics to be what makes the transition quantum → classical, but so far it has not been available for direct experimental study in a mechanical system. We show how any interaction, even a purely quantum one, of sufficient strength can constitute a physical "measurement" -essentially the emergence of an effectively classical object -active observation thus being a sufficient but not necessary criterion. So it seems we have in this case of the "quantum machine" a unique possibility to study, and possibly solve, the long-standing "measurement problem" of quantum mechanics.
decoherence in the traditional sense ("temperature of environment"), as one fundamental quantum, e.g. a photon, should suffice.
A way to directly test this would be to introduce a transparent window/shutter into the apparatus while still keeping T ∼ 0.1 K [1] . When open no quantum superposition should be registered, as even a single interaction with an optical photon would destroy it.
To test the exact transition point and its characteristics one could use tunable electromagnetic radiation with frequency in the neighborhood of the fundamental mode of the mechanical oscillator, 6 GHz, or even a modification of the quantum electrical circuit employed in the original experiment [1] .
Alternatively, one could create an oscillator with much greater stiffness, where the fundamental mode coincides with the visible spectrum (∼ 10 6 GHz), if one wishes to actually "see" the transition. This would also be a way to study a visible system in direct analogy to, i.e. a practical realization of, Schrödinger's Cat [2] .
In this way one could investigate the transition quantum mechanical → classical in detail and thus hopefully solve the quantum mechanical "measurement problem".
In linear theories, like quantum mechanics, superpositions exist indefinitely, so it seems that either a truly novel nonlinear "collapse" mechanism must be introduced to complete physics, e.g. along the lines of the GRWmodel [3] or something similar [4] , or a way to test if the superpositions really are there all the time, merely hidden, must be found.
The most conservative scenario is that the superpositions never disappear (the wavefunction never "collapses") but instead become unobservable for all practical purposes. This transition should be gradual, as opposed to a more abrupt transition in collapse scenarios.
The quantum mechanical amplitude, essentially the wave function, is the sum over all paths [5] , i.e. over all possible quantum histories
where
and S[x(t)] is the action. When S ≫h only the classical path differs substantially from zero, as all other paths destructively interfere, so the classical "principle of least action" δS = 0, and consequently the classical equations of motion, results. The condition S ≫h then being the explicit realization of Bohr's more vaguely stated "act of amplification" needed to result in directly observable classical quantities. It should not matter if S is due to only one single quantum or very many (e.g. by thermal "environment"). As the action is relativistically invariant
where L is the invariant lagrangian density, this would also resolve questions like "in what frame of reference is the measurement to be made?". Due to invariance of S the result is frame-independent. Generally the lagrangian density is composed of the free (non-interacting) part and the interaction,
From the specific example of the "quantum machine" we see that the inter action term in Eq. (2) is just S int = k B T /ω = E/ω, where ω = 2πf , and f is its fundamental vibrational mode. So, to summarize, the criteria for the, experimentally controlled, interaction energy are E ≫ hf for a physical "measurement" (i.e. emergence of "classicality"), E ≪ hf for a purely quantum interaction and E ∼ hf for the important, and still unknown, but testable, transition between them.
As this transition quantum → classical should be universal, the same explanation should apply universally to all cases, systems and phenomena, e.g. the screen of Young's double-slit experiment (fundamental interaction between photon and atom in screen), the superfluid → normal fluid transition in liquid helium (fundamental interaction between phonon and atom in fluid) and other quantum fluids, like Bose-Einstein condensates etc.
That highly excited "Rydberg atoms" behave essentially classically can be immediately understood by the same principle as the energy is much higher than their ground state (E ≫ hf = E 0 ), entailing a very complex superposition of very many wildly fluctuating different states resulting in almost classical behavior through Eqs. (1), (2) .
Superposition of great many different fundamental excitations (frequencies) makes none of them distinct, so even if quantum mechanics does not "collapse" it gets hidden in the "music" consisting of the enormous number of different frequencies we interpret as classical physics. At the same time resonant frequencies, f , scale inversely with the size of the system [1] , explaining why truly macroscopic objects (including cats and human "observers") are al-ways perceived as classical. Moreover, the manifest quantum mechanical behavior will be hidden whenever S int ≫h, which can be taken to define "classical" objects, where the interaction contribution dwarfsh. A world built of essentially free quantum mechanical objects, where S int ≪ S f ree ∼h, would be forever and globally quantum (like unobserved photons in the double-slit apparatus, before they hit the screen). But then of course no objects, or humans to observe them, would exist. The "wave-like" and "particle-like" qualities of nature are also immediately understandable, "unobserved" (i.e. undisturbed ) objects are always quantum/wave-like while "observed" (i.e. disturbed) objects are classical/particle-like.
If this gradual scenario described is true -and it should be testable using a variation of the "quantum machine" -nothing ever collapses, quantum mechanics is truly universal, but ash is so tiny quantum mechanics and its characteristic superpositions are, for all practical purposes, usually invisible at our scale. Niels Bohr was fond of saying that the quantum world does not exist. Instead it is the classical world that does not really exist, as quantum mechanics always applies. Sometimes it's just very well hidden.
